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The Power of 
Placemaking
It’s not just about brands, it’s about 
creating an authentic environment designed with 
experience in mind.
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1  Forrester Research — The State of Global Online Grocery Retail, 2018
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PLACEMAKING
——— 
 

Placemakers must adopt a layered, 
holistic approach to create a 
compelling, competitive destination 
that emotionally resonates with 
consumers. It’s not just about brands, 
it’s about creating an authentic 
environment designed with experience 
in mind. Successful placemaking 
occurs when the place, the brand, 
and the story intersect with the 
offerings and uses, creating an 
emotional connection with visitors.
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FACT SHEET
———
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Diversification

How can a place diversify 
its offerings to create a 
truly unique destination?

Convenience

How can a place compete for 
attention, dollars, and foot traffic 
in an omnichannel environment? 

Experience
 

How can a place deliver a 
rich on-site experience?



“The difference between a great project 
and an average project is the details — 
even small-scale environments can be 
holistic. It’s the difference between a 
collection of stores and a place where 
the community actually want to be.”
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Mike Smith

Director of Real Estate, Streetsense
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DIVERS-
IFICATION
As shoppers continue to favor smaller format 
stores, compact mixed-use environments are 
getting creative with how to foster intimacy 
and engagement with their visitors. What these 
microdistricts lack in square footage, they make 
up in high design and vibrant tenant mixes, with 
an irresistible combination of locally inspired 
food + beverage offerings, health and wellness-
focused events, partnerships, pop-ups, and more. 
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Examples

PLATFORM | CULVER CITY - CA

The ultimate urban picnic spot, Platform is a modern complex 
of high-end retailers, unique culinary experiences, and trend-
forward pop-ups. Its iconic mural attracts Instagrammers, and 
the lush native landscaping encourages visitors to linger.

THE CAMP | COSTA MESA - CA

The Camp is a mixed-use and cultural destination focused 
on active health and eco-conscious lifestyles, featuring a 
trail-like wayfinding design that enhances its green, eco-
friendly brand. Its mission-driven purpose is reflected in 
its tenant mix and wellness-focused event strategy.

DAIRY BLOCK | DENVER - CO

Housed in a historic dairy factory, this mixed-use block is 
home to artful alleyways, an on-brand food hall (“Denver 
Milk Market”), coworking spaces, and a boutique hotel in an 
environment that leans into the city’s own history and industry.

PLATFORM

THE CAMP

DAIRY BLOCK

https://www.mlive.com/news/grand-rapids/2018/08/shoppers_thrilled_as_meijer_un.html
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CONVENIENCE
With ever-expanding ways for consumers 
to receive goods, retailers are forced to not 
only evolve the store experience, but also to 
amplify shoppers’ convenience and product 
accessibility, whether it’s traditionally larger 
concept experimenting with smaller formats, 
suburban staples in urban locations, or creative 
campaigns to engage digital audiences.
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NIKE LIVEGROUND CONTROL

THE GROVE

BATTERSEA POWER STATION

Examples

THE GROVE | LOS ANGELES - CA

Located on parts of LA’s historic Farmers Market, The 
Grove is a retail and entertainment complex providing 
excellent service through its concierge and VIP programs, 
including gift wrapping, bellman services for hands-free 
shopping, and reservations for restaurants and travel.

BATTERSEA POWER STATION | LONDON - UK

This former power plant will soon be home to one of the largest 
mixed-use projects in Europe, with swanky new homes as well 
as the UK Apple headquarters. An entire new tube station is 
being built to ensure convenience for residents and visitors alike. 
Battersea Power Station offers a strategic mix of eclectic arts, high-
powered tech, and curated placemaking, right on the Thames.

GROUND CONTROL | PARIS - FRA

A diverse cultural hub, Ground Control Paris seamlessly 
blends its onsite experience with its online experience 
— the intuitive website allows visitors to plan their visits 
down to the details. This project makes itself as accessible 
as possible to visitors, even before they arrive. 
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EXPERIENCE
Experience is the hard-to-define sum total 
impression a place gives a visitor. Places that get 
experience right are the places that layer everything 
from landscaping and public use to art, culture, and 
engage in efforts that enrich the local community. 
Experience engages and emotionally connects 
to consumers and community, incorporates all 
five senses, promotes sense of discovery and 
exploration, and inspires visitors to linger and 
return to property to uncover what comes next.
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ARTS DISTRICT LA

COAL DROPS YARD

GALLERIES LAFAYATTE

Examples

GALLERIES LAFAYETTE GROUP | PARIS - FRA

The Galleries Lafayette Group is working to build an ecosystem in 
central Paris that will offer visitors a blend of culture, dining, and 
new brands by building a community for the experientially-minded. 
With touchpoints around entertainment, arts, and creativity in the 
area surrounding its BHV Marais department store, this experiential 
destination opens up a network of inner courtyards and side streets 
that link BVH with the Galleries Lafayette Art Foundation.

ARTS DISTRICT | LOS ANGELES - CA

Arts District LA is breathing new life into downtown Los Angeles, 
where developers are mixing retail and art curation with community. 
MADE by DWC, operated by the DTLA Women’s Center, is offering 
training and jobs for women transitioning out of homelessness, 
and the Los Angeles Downtown Arts District Space (LADADSpace) 
is dedicated to providing affordable artists’ housing in the Arts 
District — creating a true community-minded destination.

COAL DROPS YARD | LONDON - UK

Coal Drops Yard has created an ecosystem centered around 
community and connection — retail only makes up a third of 
the stores, while local amenity shops make up the rest. It’s a 
multidimensional project that is carefully and creatively curated 
on every level — architecture, retail, dining, and events all tie into 
the area’s rich history, sustainability, and local community.



CBRE and Streetsense’s joint venture helps unlock value for brands and their 
customers; reimagine environments where people live, work, and play; drive demand 
for clients; and foster community and sense of place. Together, we strengthen 
our ability to connect with end users across industries and geographies. 

For more on our partnership, please visit us at cbre.us/streetsense.
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